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Mower Rebrand 

You know when someone’s actions make you feel special inside? Like butterflies? Or a tugging on the 
heartstrings? Those feelings are created by authentic connections. And they’re the only kind our agency 
wants to create for a brand, our employees and our communities. 

So, this year, we rebranded our agency around authentic connections and the idea of turning brands into 
friends. But to be an agency that turns brands into friends, we needed to make sure all 150+ were on board. 
You can’t really have a guide for being a friend, but sometimes you need a reminder—like the golden rule. 
So, we rolled out a new strategic Brand as Friend® philosophy to follow and a robust style guide, including a 
bright new color palette, friendly font, line-art design treatment, and a lowkey tone that everyone can 
understand and feel. We sent out new resources to our existing and potential clients to announce who 
Mower is these days—simply a friend. A friend who happens to be really good at listening, advising and 
creating connections.  

And these days, what could be better than that?



Authentic  
Connections.

While every agency can claim to deliver the right message to the right person at the right time, we believe 
that brands, like people, can have a higher purpose in people’s lives. This drives everything we do, and it’s 
called Brand as Friend®.  

We intentionally and rigorously  
work with nine drivers of brand friendship to build 

Brand as Friend® sets Mower apart. It creates authentic connections beyond the surface level. 



Brand Guide
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"Connected" Typography

Reinforcing  
the idea of  
connections 
with typography…



"Connected" Illustration Style

and visuals.



The combination of emotion and logic



The combination of emotion and logic



New Website



Business Cards



Internal Recognition Program

REQUEST FOR NOMINEES + 
WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT

FIERCE FRIENDS WINNER'S SWAG

PRIMARY MARK

SECONDARY MARK



Employee/Client Mailer



Employee/Client Gifts
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